The growing complexity of HIF-1α's role in tumorigenesis: DNA repair and beyond.
Lack of oxygen (hypoxia) is a central hallmark of cancer and a pivotal driving force of malignant progression. Transcriptional activators of the hypoxia-inducible factor α (HIFα) family represent the principal molecular mediators of hypoxia under both physiological and pathophysiological conditions. While HIF-2α is expressed in a tissue- and cell-type-restricted manner, stabilization of HIF-1α was reported in tumours of widely different origin, and functional analyses led to the perception of HIF-1α as an oncoprotein. In this review, we aim to acknowledge HIFα's growing complexity by outlining its functional relevance for genomic integrity and tumour heterogeneity, two features of paramount importance for basic and clinical oncology. Pharmaceutical companies around the globe are ambitiously hunting for HIF-1α-inhibiting compounds, some of which are currently being evaluated in phase 1 trials. To avoid the rather disappointing clinical efficacy emblematic of most targeted therapeutics, potential resistance mechanisms of, as well as potential combination partners for, HIF-1α-inhibiting drugs should be evaluated. In this regard, the interrelation of HIF-1α with genomic integrity and tumour heterogeneity offers ample possibilities, potentially resulting in more efficient clinical translation of HIF-1α's pathobiology.